Possibility of chromospheric back-radiation influencing the lithium line formation in Spite plateau stars
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ABSTRACT

Context. Spectroscopically determined lithium abundances of metal-poor turn-off dwarfs are known to be nearly constant (Spite plateau), but manifestly lower than the primordial value expected from the standard cosmological model. However, abundance determination by using conventional model atmospheres may not necessarily be correct since the existence of high-temperature chromosphere even in very old stars has been confirmed.

Aims. The aim of this study is to examine how the extra UV flux possibly irradiated from the chromosphere could affect the formation of the Li I 6708 line, and whether or not its influence might lead to a solution of the Li abundance discrepancy.

Methods. A simple model chromosphere of a uniform thin gray slab emitting only thermal radiation is assumed, characterized by optical thickness and temperature. By taking into account this incident radiation in the surface boundary condition, non-local thermodynamical equilibrium calculations for neutral Li atoms are carried out in order to see how the equivalent widths and the resulting abundances are affected by these parameters.

Results. If the parameters are appropriately chosen, the strength of the Li I 6708 line can be reduced by a factor of ∼2–3 due to overionization caused by enhanced UV radiation, leading to an apparent lowering of the abundance by ∼0.3–0.5 dex, which is consistent with the discrepancy in question. Moreover, the observed slight metallicity-dependent trend of the plateau can also be reproduced as a result of the change in atmospheric transparency.

Conclusions. Superficial underestimation of Li abundances due to considerable overionization caused by chromospheric radiation may be regarded as a ponderable interpretation for the cosmological Li problem. The touchstone to verify this model would be to check the existence of significantly enhanced UV radiation in these Spite plateau stars, which should be detected if this scenario is valid, although very few such UV spectrophotometric observations have been done to date.
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1. Introduction

Spite & Spite (1982) reported in their pioneering work that the surface Li abundances of metal-poor, late F and early G dwarfs in the halo were almost constant at $A(\text{Li}) \sim 2.1$ (logarithmic number abundances in the usual normalization of $N_{\text{H}} = 12.00$) irrespective of metallicity. Although this value was considered at first to represent the initial Li composition created by Big-Bang nucleosynthesis (BBN), due to its remarkable constancy, it was later revealed to be considerably lower (by ∼0.4–0.5 dex) than the cosmologically predicted primordial value, when the key parameter (baryon-to-photon ratio) for light-element production was established by analyzing the power spectrum of cosmic microwave background (CMB) based on the balloon-borne BOOMERANG experiment (de Bernardis et al. 2002) or the WMAP observation from space (Spergel et al. 2007). This so-called “cosmological Li problem” has attracted the attention of many astrophysicists, and a number of studies have been published on the subject. The historical aspect and the current status of this problem is summarized in the comprehensive review by Fields (2011), which includes most of the important references of that time.

Observationally, it has been almost established that the Li abundances spectroscopically determined for comparatively hot halo dwarfs near the turn-off point (corresponding to an effective temperature of $6500 \text{ K} \lesssim T_{\text{eff}} \lesssim 6000 \text{ K}$) are remarkably similar at ∼2.1–2.2 (or higher by ∼0.1–0.2 dex depending on the adopted $T_{\text{eff}}$ scale) with a considerably small dispersion over the metallicity range of $-3 \leq [\text{Fe/H}] \leq -1.5$, often called the Spite plateau, though this plateau was revealed to show a slight $[\text{Fe/H}]$-dependent trend (decreasing tendency with a lowering of metallicity) that begins to breaks down (i.e., depletion with rather large dispersion) at the extremely metal-poor regime of $[\text{Fe/H}]$ below approx. −3 (e.g., Meléndez et al. 2010; Sbordone et al. 2010; and references therein).

On the cosmological side, most people nowadays seem to believe that the primordial Li abundance due to BBN has been reliably settled at $A(\text{Li}) = 2.64 ± 0.03$ (Spergel et al. 2007), which is the value derived from the CMB observation by WMAP. Accordingly, based on the notion that the Spite plateau value is not primordial, various theoretical interpretations have been proposed to date to account for the reason why the observed lithium abundances of very old turn-off dwarf stars underwent appreciable changes from the original BBN value, for example solutions related to nuclear or particle physics, magnetic separation in the early universe, processes related to stellar physics such as depletion in the pre-main sequence phase, or gravitational

1 The value of 2.64 is used as the primordial lithium abundance throughout this paper, although slightly higher values of ∼2.7 reported by successive studies may be more adequate (cf. Coc et al. 2012, 2014).
settling coupled with turbulent mixing (see references in Sect. 3 of Fields 2011 or in Sect. 1 of Fu et al. 2015). An in-depth discussion given by Asplund et al. (2006) is also informative.

Even so, it may be worthwhile to turn to the more fundamental question, “Are the observed Li abundances of Spite plateau stars truly reliable?” Actually, Kurucz (1995) once raised a critical remark that Li abundances derived by the conventional method could be considerably underestimated (by a factor of ~10) because classical 1D model atmospheres do not correctly describe the actual 3D inhomogeneous convective structure consisting of hot and cool convective cells and the Li i 6708 line is highly temperature-sensitive under the condition of almost all Li atoms being ionized. However, successive theoretical studies by different groups on the Li line formation in hydrodynamically inhomogeneous atmosphere showed that Kurucz (1995) claim was not correct because it was based on a too simplified, physically unrealistic modeling (Asplund et al. 1999, 2003; Cayrel & Steffen 2000). Accordingly, it is now generally believed that neither the 3D effect nor the non-local thermodynamical equilibrium (NLTE) effect can solve the Li discrepancy problem. This lead Asplund et al. (2006; Sect. 7.2) to state that “although the last word has not been said on the representation of the physics of the stellar atmospheres and the formation of the lithium lines, it would be extremely surprising if systematic errors in these areas were shown to resolve the lithium problem”.

However, our understanding of stellar atmospheres is far from complete; in particular, little is known about the upper atmospheric layers of metal-poor stars. In this respect, it should be noted that Takeda & Takada-Hidai (2011) reported the detection of the He i 10830 line in absorption in disk population I stars and in almost all population II stars in a wide range of metallicity down to [Fe/H] ≃ −3.7 as well, which suggests the existence of a high-temperature chromosphere2 because such a high-excitation line (T exc = 19.82 eV) cannot be observed in late-type stellar atmospheres with ever decreasing temperature towards the surface. Here, the behavior of line strengths is different for low-gravity giants (considerably large star-to-star dispersion) and high-gravity dwarfs (almost constant strength irrespective of metallicity over −4 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1) (cf. Fig. 4 therein). While the atmospheric heating for the former giants group may be due to some physical mechanism specific to unstable atmospheres (e.g., pulsation-induced shock) reflecting the low-density condition, the characteristic of the latter dwarfs group was rather unexpected because a rotation-induced dynamo mechanism would not work effectively in old stars where rotation should have been decelerated. So, this may suggest that rotation-independent “basal” chromospheric activity ubiquitously exists in all late-type dwarfs.

Whatever the physical process (acoustic wave, local dynamo, etc.) responsible for such a basal chromosphere may be, the important point is that very metal-poor halo dwarfs should have high-temperature layers (T ~ 104−105 K) in their upper atmospheres. If so, it is interesting to check whether the radiation emitted back from the hot chromosphere can have a significant influence on the formation of the Li i 6708 line (e.g., apparent weakening due to overionization) because the fraction of neutral lithium is so small (<0.1% in the photosphere of solar-type dwarfs) as to be very vulnerable to a slight change in the ionization balance. Could this idea shed any light on the Li-gap problem of Spite plateau stars?

This study was planned to examine this possibility by assuming a simple parameterized model. The points to be clarified are as follows:

- Is it ever feasible to reproduce the Li abundance trend of the Spite plateau (i.e., systematic reduction by ~0.3–0.5 dex from the primordial value) under the influence of chromospheric back-radiation by an appropriate choice of parameters?
- If so, what about the observational signature expected? Is it possible to find a way to verify such a model by actual observations?

2. Line formation under the existence of chromosphere

2.1. Modeling of chromospheric radiation

Since very little is known about the nature of chromospheres in old metal-poor stars, the following assumptions are made in this study in order to model the incident chromospheric radiation as simply as possible:

- the chromosphere is modeled by a thin plane-parallel gaseous slab lying just above the normal model atmosphere;
- this slab (homogeneous with frequency-independent opacity) is represented by two parameters (optical thickness τ0 and temperature T0), and emits only the thermal radiation with the source function expressed by the Planck function;
- the structure of underlying the normal model atmosphere is not affected by the existence of such a high-temperature layer adjacent to the surface.

A schematic description of this model is depicted in Fig. 1. The chromospheric back radiation incident to the surface is expressed as

\[ I_\gamma(\theta) = B_\gamma(T_0)[1 - \exp(-\tau_0/|\cos \theta|)] \]

where \( I_\gamma(\theta) \) is the chromospheric radiation (specific intensity) incident to the surface at an angle \( \theta (>\pi/2) \) relative to the outward normal and \( B_\gamma \) is the Planck function.

2.2. NLTE calculation

Now that the incident chromospheric radiation \( I_\gamma \) has been specified, the next step is to carry out NLTE calculations (i.e.,
evaluation of the number population for each energy level of neutral lithium as functions of depth, by solving the coupled equations of statistical equilibrium and radiative transfer) in the same manner as usual, except that $I_e(\theta)$ given by Eq. (1) is used as the surface boundary condition instead of $I_e(\theta) = 0$.

As for the basic model atmospheres, the Kurucz (1993a) ATLAS9 models with $T_{\text{eff}} = 6250$ K and $g = 4.0$ (corresponding to the representative atmospheric parameters of Spite plateau stars) but with widely different metallicities ([Fe/H] ranging from 0 down to −5 with a step of 1 dex) were adopted. Similarly, the Kurucz (1993b) opacity distribution function corresponding to the model metallicity was used to calculate the radiation field at each depth. For the microturbulence and input lithium abundance, a typical value of 1.5 km s$^{-1}$ and the primordial value of $A$(Li) = 2.64 (see footnote 1) were assigned, respectively; see Takeda & Kawanomoto (2005, Sect. 3) and the references therein for the details of the adopted NLTE calculation procedures.

Regarding the combination of $(\tau_0, T_0)$, which determines the incident chromospheric radiation ($I_e^c$), it should be noted that $\tau_0$ simply scales the strength of $I_e^c$ (as $\propto \tau_0$ since $\tau_0 < 1$ should hold), while $T_0$ controls both the strength and the energy distribution of $I_e^c$. This means that, as far as the UV photoionizing radiation field specifically important for Li ionization equilibrium is concerned, its strength can be adjusted by changing only $T_0$ even if $\tau_0$ is fixed at an arbitrary value (tentatively assumed to be $10^{-5}$). Given this $\tau_0$, four log $T$ values of 4.0, 4.3, 4.5, and 5.0 were eventually chosen after some test calculations. A summary of the adopted parameters for each model is presented in Table 1. We note that “STD” means the usual NLTE calculation done on the standard model without chromospheric irradiation.

### Table 1. Summary of the adopted parameters for each model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>$T_{\text{eff}}$</th>
<th>$\log g$</th>
<th>[Fe/H]</th>
<th>$v_1$</th>
<th>$A^{\text{give}}$</th>
<th>$\log \tau_0$</th>
<th>$\log T_0$</th>
<th>Remark</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STD</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−∞</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>standard model (no chromosphere)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tm30T40</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−3</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>near the observed trend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tm30T43</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>near the observed trend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tm30T45</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>near the observed trend</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tm30T50</td>
<td>6250</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−2</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>−3</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>near the observed trend</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes. (1) Model code. (2) Effective temperature (in K). (3) Logarithmic surface gravity in cgs units (in dex). (4) Metallicity represented by the differential logarithmic abundance of Fe relative to the Sun (in dex). (5) Microturbulent velocity (in km s$^{-1}$). (6) Lithium abundance (logarithmic number abundance in the usual normalization of $A_{\text{Li}} = 12.00$) assumed as given, which is the primordial value taken from Spergel et al. (2007). This Li abundance is used throughout this paper for NLTE calculations and for the evaluation of NLTE equivalent widths. (7) Logarithmic optical thickness of the assumed chromospheric layer just above the atmosphere. (8) Logarithmic temperature (in K) of the assumed chromospheric layer just above the atmosphere. (9) Specific remark.

### 3. Discussion

#### 3.1. Influence of chromospheric irradiation

Figure 2 shows the runs of radiation field $J_e$ at 2000 Å (important for the photoionization of Li), the ratio of NLTE to LTE line opacity (=$b_L$), and the ratio of line source function to Planck function (=$b_L$/$b_L$) as a function of depth, which were computed for each treatment of chromospheric radiation characterized by $T_0$ on the models of different metallicities ([Fe/H]=0, −2, and −4). It is evident from Figs. 2a–c that $J_e$ is progressively enhanced over $B_L$ with increasing $T_0$, as naturally expected. Although this tendency of $J_e > B_L$ in UV has already been observed even in the STD model, inward irradiation of sufficiently strong $I_e^c$ at the surface can make $J_e$ outweigh $B_L$ by orders of magnitude. This indicates that the overionization effect, which is caused by an imbalance between the photoionization rate (determined by $J_e$) and the recombination rate (controlled by $B_L$ because recombination is electron collision process), becomes more important as the chromospheric incident radiation is intensified. Figures 2d–f actually suggest that the NLTE line opacity of the Li I 6708 line (resonance line: transition from the ground level to the first excited level) is considerably reduced compared to the LTE line opacity ($f_{\text{NLTE}}^{\text{LTE}} < 1$) because the ground level is depopulated as a result of overionization. This effect, being more significant with an increase in $T_0$, acts in the direction of line weakening, and is the most important impact of chromospheric radiation upon the line strength. On the other hand, the influence of changing $T_0$ upon the line source function is generally insignificant except for the strongest irradiation case (Figs. 2g–i).

The spectral distributions of the emergent flux ($H_e$) at the surface$^4$ corresponding to each different $T_0$ (computed for the [Fe/H] = −2 model) are depicted in Fig. 3, where the distribution of assumed chromospheric radiation corresponding to each $T_0$, $\tau_0B_L(T_0)[= 10^{-3}B_L(T_0)]$, is also shown for comparison. We can see from this figure that the surface flux is manifestly enhanced in the ultraviolet (UV) region (below ≤3000 Å) in the chromospheric models in comparison with the STD model, while the change in the optical region (≥4000 Å) is insignificantly small (except for the T50 model). This means that the key to clarifying the existence and nature of a possible chromospheric layer is to observe the UV energy distribution.

#### 3.2. Comparison with the observed trends

We are now ready to discuss the main topic of this study: can the observed trend of the Spite plateau be explained by the line-formation models under chromospheric irradiation?

---

$^3$ The reasonability of our NLTE calculation program may be assured by checking the consistency of computed NLTE corrections with those independently derived by previous studies using different codes; cf. Takeda & Kawanomoto (2005, Fig. 4) for G dwarfs and Takeda & Tajitsu (2017, Fig. 8) for G giants.

$^4$ It should be noted that this $H_e$ is the flux at the “surface” just below the chromospheric layer (indicated by the thick line in Fig. 1). In order to obtain the flux observed by an external observer, the radiation emitted by the thin chromosphere (dotted line in Fig. 3) has to be added.
By using the NLTE departure coefficients resulting from the calculations in Sect. 2.2, the NLTE equivalent widths of the Li I 6708 resonance doublet line \((A)\) were computed for each of the models by using the Kurucz (1993a) WIDTH9 program\(^5\), while assuming the primordial lithium abundance as given \((A^{\text{P}} = 2.64)\); see Table 3 of Takeda & Tajitsu (2017) for the atomic parameters of the Li I 6708 line adopted for this evaluation of \(W\), where only lines of \(^7\)Li were included \((^7\text{Li}/^6\text{Li} = 0)\). Then, the computed \(W\) for each model was further analyzed in the usual manner by using the departure coefficient of the standard model (STD in Table 1)\(^6\) to inversely derive \(A\), which is the apparent lithium abundance obtained by treating the chromosphere-affected equivalent width (computed for the given \(A^{\text{P}}\)) by the classical model without chromosphere. The account the departure from LTE. While the NLTE effect was incorporated through the departure coefficients, we note that no special change was made to the surface boundary condition of radiative transfer equation in this WIDTH9 program (i.e., incident chromospheric radiation at the surface was not considered, which is insignificant; cf. footnote 6).

---

\(^5\) This original program was considerably modified in order to handle the total equivalent width of multicomponent lines and to take into account the departure from LTE. While the NLTE effect was incorporated through the departure coefficients, we note that no special change was made to the surface boundary condition of radiative transfer equation in this WIDTH9 program (i.e., incident chromospheric radiation at the surface was not considered, which is insignificant; cf. footnote 6).

---

\(^6\) The remark given in footnote 4 also applies to this case. Calculations of equivalent widths by the WIDTH9 program are based on the emergent flux computed at the surface just below the chromosphere. Therefore, strictly speaking, the derived results (Table 2) do not correspond to those observed by an external observer, for which the radiation from the chromosphere should be added to the surface flux, resulting in a somewhat weaker equivalent width due to dilution. However, this effect is insignificantly small for T40, T43, and T45 \((\tau_0 B_r(T_0)\) is less than \(1/10\) of \(H\)) at the wavelength of Li I 6708 line, though both are comparable for T50; see Fig. 3).

---

\(^7\) For the abundance derivation using the STD model, the difference between LTE and NLTE abundances (i.e., NLTE correction) is so small (a few hundredths of a dex at most) that both are almost the same in the practical sense.
resulting values of \( W \) and \( A \) for each of the models, which are summarized in Table 2, are plotted against \([\text{Fe/H}]\) in Figs. 4a and b, respectively.

Figure 4a reveals that the strength of \( \text{Li}\) 6708 can be considerably decreased. The extent of reduction naturally grows as the chromospheric radiation is enhanced, but the trend is not so much monotonic as exponential; i.e., while little change is observed in the T40 model, a decrease of a factor of \( \sim 2–3 \) is found in the T43 or T45 models, the T50 model even yielding a reduction as much as \( \sim 1/10 \). More interesting is the metallicity dependence. In the STD model, \( W \) tends to show a marginal increase with a decrease in \([\text{Fe/H}]\) (especially from \([\text{Fe/H}] = 0 \) to \(-1 \)), which is due to a lowering of continuum opacity. However, a progressive decrease in \( W \) is observed with decreasing metallicity in the models including chromospheric radiation (except for T40) because the overionization caused by chromospheric irradiation penetrates deeper according to the increase of atmospheric transparency (i.e., decrease of opacity/metallicity). This situation is illustrated in Fig. 5, which shows the metallicity dependence of \( \frac{\ln^{\text{NLTE}}}{\ln^{\text{LTE}}} \) and \( S_1/B \) (though the former influence is decisively important, while the latter is insignificant) in the deeper atmosphere including the line-forming region.

As a result of this behavior of \( W \), the apparent Li abundances \( (A) \) inversely derived from \( W \) by using the standard model also show interesting characteristics in the context of the Li discrepancy problem in question (cf. Fig. 4b): \( A \) is found to be distinctly below the primordial value (2.64) by \( \sim 0.3–0.5 \) dex for the T43 or T45 models. Moreover, the slight \([\text{Fe/H}]\)-dependent tendency (i.e., a gradual decrease of \( A \)) toward lower \([\text{Fe/H}]\) seen in the chromosphere irradiation cases is worth noting. Our models can reproduce the extent of reduction, and also the metallicity dependence actually observed in Spite plateau stars in the range of \( -4 \lesssim [\text{Fe/H}] \lesssim -1.5 \), as illustrated in Fig. 6 where the predicted \( A \) versus \([\text{Fe/H}]\) relations for T43 and T45 models are compared with the observed data (taken from four representative studies).

Accordingly, the hypothesis of superficial weakening of the \( \text{Li}\) 6708 line (due to substantial overionization of neutral lithium caused by extra UV radiation from the chromosphere), which was tentatively proposed as a solution to the cosmological Li problem of metal-poor turn-off stars, stands as a possibility and is worth further investigation.

3.3. The next step

This pilot study has shown that the characteristics of the Li abundances derived for metal-poor turn-off dwarfs, which show considerably small dispersion but are systematically lower than

---

**Table 2.** Computed equivalent widths and Li abundances.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[Fe/H] (dex)</th>
<th>( W_{\text{STD}} ) (mÅ)</th>
<th>( A_{\text{STD}} ) (dex)</th>
<th>( W_{40} ) (mÅ)</th>
<th>( A_{40} ) (dex)</th>
<th>( W_{43} ) (mÅ)</th>
<th>( A_{43} ) (dex)</th>
<th>( W_{45} ) (mÅ)</th>
<th>( A_{45} ) (dex)</th>
<th>( W_{50} ) (mÅ)</th>
<th>( A_{50} ) (dex)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([\text{STD}])</td>
<td>([\text{tm3T40}])</td>
<td>([\text{tm3T43}])</td>
<td>([\text{tm3T45}])</td>
<td>([\text{tm3T50}])</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>42.66</td>
<td>2.635</td>
<td>41.69</td>
<td>2.623</td>
<td>33.88</td>
<td>2.518</td>
<td>26.92</td>
<td>2.406</td>
<td>13.49</td>
<td>2.080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>47.86</td>
<td>2.645</td>
<td>45.71</td>
<td>2.621</td>
<td>30.90</td>
<td>2.424</td>
<td>19.95</td>
<td>2.214</td>
<td>7.59</td>
<td>1.771</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>48.98</td>
<td>2.641</td>
<td>46.77</td>
<td>2.617</td>
<td>28.18</td>
<td>2.363</td>
<td>16.98</td>
<td>2.125</td>
<td>5.37</td>
<td>1.607</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>48.98</td>
<td>2.638</td>
<td>46.77</td>
<td>2.613</td>
<td>26.92</td>
<td>2.337</td>
<td>15.85</td>
<td>2.090</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>1.543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-4.0</td>
<td>48.98</td>
<td>2.636</td>
<td>46.77</td>
<td>2.611</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>2.324</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>2.078</td>
<td>4.47</td>
<td>1.521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>48.98</td>
<td>2.636</td>
<td>46.77</td>
<td>2.611</td>
<td>26.30</td>
<td>2.325</td>
<td>15.49</td>
<td>2.078</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>1.511</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes.** NLTE equivalent width \( (W) \) of the Li 6708 line computed for each model of six different metallicities with the given Li abundance of \( A^{\text{prim}} = 2.64 \), and the corresponding NLTE Li abundance \( (A) \) obtained by analyzing the derived \( W \) with the standard STD model.
the primordial abundance established by observational cosmology, could be explained by the scenario of superficial abundance underestimation as a result of appreciable line weakening (due to overionization caused by chromospheric radiation). However, since the adopted two-parameter model is evidently too simple, some further considerations (even if speculative) may be due regarding the more realistic nature of possible overionization source and the feasibility of model verification from the observational side.

Regarding the radiation from the chromosphere, where the region below ≲2300 Å is the most important in the context of photoionizing neutral lithium atoms, the hypothesis of emitting only thermal radiation (continuum spectrum described by the Planck function) is probably unrealistic. The spectrum of chromospheric radiation must be more complex (including continuum emission as well as line emission) as a result of intricate physical processes in the high-temperature plasma. However, photoionization by strong UV emission lines might be less relevant for the present case involving nearly [Fe/H]-independent Li abundances in Spite plateau stars because the strengths of such photoionizing emission lines would significantly depend upon the metallicity. Instead, a metallicity-independent mechanism would be preferable for producing this radiation. In this context, it may be worth recalling that the detection of the He I 10830 line corroborated the existence of the chromosphere in very metal-poor stars, which was the motivation for this study (Sect. 1). For the case of the Sun, it is considered that the lower level of this He I 10830 transition (2s 1S) is mainly populated by photoionization of He I by extreme UV radiation (λ < 504 Å) from the solar corona, followed by recombination of He II to populate He I 2s 3S (e.g., Avrett et al. 1994).

If this mechanism is assumed to be effective also for the formation of He I 10830 in population II dwarfs, emission of continuum radiation at λ < 2600 Å is expected as a result of the He II + e → He I 2s 3S recombination process [f\_sun(He I) − \chi\_exc(He I 2s 3S) = 24.59−19.82 = 4.77 eV (corresponding to ~2600 Å)], which may contribute to an efficient photoionization of neutral lithium (whose edge is at ~2300 Å).

However, constructing any reliable model of chromosphere (+corona) for simulating its radiation field is hardly possible for the present case of very metal-poor stars since observational information is seriously lacking. First of all, it is necessary to examine whether a UV photoionizing radiation strong enough to cause substantial overionization of Li exists, because spectral energy distributions of successful models (which can explain the observed trend of Spite plateau) show strong enhancement in the important UV region (∼1000–3000 Å) as remarked in Sect. 3.1 (see Fig. 3).

Unfortunately, such UV photometric observations have barely been done for very metal-poor halo dwarfs, for which a small number of available spectroscopic studies using the Hubble Space Telescope paid attention only to the core emission of strong lines indicative of chromospheric activity; e.g., Mg II doublet lines at ~2800 Å or Lyman α (Peterson & Schrijver 1997, 2001). Accordingly, checking the existence of significant UV excess in such comparatively warm turn-off dwarfs in the metal-deficient regime (−4 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤ −1.5) would be a touchstone for deciding the validity of this hypothesis. In the case of the Sun, where a wealth of observational data is available, such UV excess is not seen. That is, the observed solar flux at 2000 ≤ λ ≤ 2500 Å is very low and that at λ ≤ 2000 Å is almost zero, and this is consistent with the theoretical flux predicted by the Kurucz (1993a) ATLAS9 solar model atmosphere (cf. Takeda et al. 2011, Fig. 11). Even so, we have no idea how the situation would come out for the case of very metal-poor stars, which may be markedly different from the Sun (i.e., metal-rich case where the UV flux is determined by overlapping opacities of numerous spectral lines).

As an alternative possibility, it might be worthwhile to examine the all-sky UV photometric survey data of GALEX\(^9\), which are available in two bands: far-UV (λ\_eff = 1516 Å, ∆λ\_FWHM = 269 Å) and near-UV (λ\_eff = 2267 Å, ∆λ\_FWHM = 616 Å). According to an estimation based on the results in Fig. 3, while \( f\_\text{SNUV} \) is lower than \( f\_\text{SUV} \) by a factor of several tens for the case of the

---

\(^9\) http://galex.stsci.edu/GR6/
ST model, these two fluxes are almost comparable for the T43 or T45 models. Therefore, if both fluxes were detected at the reliable level and successful identification could be made, these data might be usable for checking the existence of UV excess.

In any case, it is undoubtedly important to observationally establish the UV energy distribution (and also the strength of He I 10830 line) for a number of Spite plateau stars, which would provide us with more insight to the physical nature of chromospheric layers in these stars and be able to confirm or disconfirm the interpretation proposed in this study.

Finally, if a special overionization due to extra chromospheric radiation were really operative to superficially reduce the Li abundances of plateau stars by ~0.4–0.5 dex, its influence should not be limited to lithium but should also reach other elements. For example, the Fe/Fe II ionization equilibrium would be so affected that the abundances derived from Fe I lines in LTE are appreciably underestimated, whereas those from Fe II lines remain practically unaffected. While such an overionization is already expected in very metal-poor dwarfs even within the framework of traditional atmospheric models (by ~0.2–0.3 dex; e.g., Mashonkina et al. 2011), chromospheric irradiation would further exaggerate this effect. Although detailed NLTE calculations are necessary for quantitative estimation of this impact case by case, it may be expected from a simple analogy that the resonance lines of other neutral alkali elements with low ionization potential (such as Na I 5890/5896 or K I 7665/7699) would behave similarly to Li I 6708. Accordingly, it would be interesting to check whether any meaningful difference exists between the K abundances (unaffected by evolution-induced mixing) derived from very metal-poor Spite plateau stars and those from cooler red giants at the same metallicity.

4. Conclusion

Regarding what is known as the cosmological Li problem, which is the discrepancy between the lithium abundances of metal-poor turn-off dwarfs being nearly constant irrespective of metallicity (Spite plateau) and the primordial BBN value almost established from the CMB observations (e.g., WMAP), various explanations have been proposed, most of which suppose that the observed stellar Li abundance reflects the real composition in the atmosphere and would have been changed (i.e., decreased) from the initial value by some physical mechanism.

This study casts doubt on this general belief, and proposes that the problem might be on the technical side of abundance determination; i.e., the surface Li abundances of these stars might have been underestimated. This suspicion was motivated by the observational fact that hot chromosphere exists in metal-poor dwarfs, as evidenced by the detection of the He I 10830 line whose strength is almost constant irrespective of the metallicity. If so, chromospheric UV radiation might induce significant overionization of neutral lithium and considerable weakening of the Li I 6708 line, which could lead to an underestimation of the Li abundance if derived by the conventional method of analysis. The aim of this investigation was to examine this possibility.

As to the modeling of chromospheric radiation, thermal radiation emitted by a uniform slab (characterized by optical thickness $\tau_0$ and temperature $T_0$) was simply assumed. Incorporating this incident radiation in the surface boundary condition, NLTE calculations for neutral Li atoms were carried out with different combinations of ($\tau_0$, $T_0$). In addition, based on the resulting NLTE departure coefficients, how the equivalent widths and the corresponding abundances are affected by these parameters were also investigated.

The results turned out rather satisfactory. If the parameters are adequately chosen, the equivalent width of Li I 6708 can be considerably reduced by a factor of ~2–3 due to the overionization effect caused by an enhanced UV radiation irradiated from the chromosphere, which eventually leads to an appreciable decrease in the apparent abundance by ~0.3–0.5 dex, being consistent with the discrepancy in question. Moreover, the observed slight metallicity-dependent slope of the plateau (i.e., Li abundance tends to slightly decrease with a decrease in [Fe/H]) can also be reproduced, because the overionization stemming from chromospheric irradiation penetrates deeper with an increase in atmospheric transparency (resulting from decreased metallicity).

Accordingly, the superficial underestimation of Li abundances, which results from an appreciable weakening of Li I 6708 line caused by considerable overionization due to external radiation from the chromosphere, may be a possible interpretation of the cosmological Li problem and is worth further investigation. However, since this calculation is based on a simple parameterized model, successful reproduction of the observed trend established by arbitrarily changing the parameters does not mean that this concept is justified. Therefore, in order to check the validity of this hypothesis, it is important to confirm the significant UV excess in these Spite plateau stars, which should be detected if significant overionization is actually present, though very few such UV spectrophotometric observations have been done to date for this class of very metal-poor stars.
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